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Where's my water? - the famous puzzle game on Android. The swamp is a very clean crocodile, despite the fact that it needs to live in the sewer. Your task is to help the main character to take a shower, directing the flow of water through the digging channels. No price and no problem with pipes. Water is constantly
flowing down, if the soil is formed hollow, we also need to bring it to a special pipe, which is directly connected by the shower of the crocodile. Despite the fact that all the gameplay Where is my water? actually boils down to digging channels, the project doesn't seem monotonous, and besides, simple. Developers do not
get tired of complicating the main character access to the cherished water. Almost every new level brings a new object associated with the gameplay. For example, bombs that explode if they are wet. In addition to such troubles, the game contains various bonuses and is hidden in the ground. It is best to pass the level
you need to transport along with the water of all three ducklings, which in most cases is extremely difficult. The app has good hand-drawn graphics and smooth animation. There were no significant weaknesses in the game. It becomes clear that the developers have tried from the heart. They did a similar project called
Where's My Perry?. Where's my water? - a wonderful app with a funny character in the title role, which will be able to catch the fantasies of not only children, but also adults. Note that the online edition of Pocket Gamer and phonearena recognized it as the game of the year. Page 2 Where is my water? 2 - a continuation
of the popular puzzle, which was eagerly awaited by a large number of fans of the original. The task here is still the same - to help the main character get water to splash in the bath. The gameplay has not undergone significant changes. The player must carry water to the crocodile, overcoming various obstacles. With the
initial levels to handle each user, but as you move through the complexity will increase, and success will have to carefully strain the gyrus. Controlling the flow of water is quite simple. To do this, you need to keep your finger on the ground, after which a recess is formed, in which the water flows. He has a pipe that leads
to the main character. This would be easy only at first glance: gradually the levels will be filled with all sorts of obstacles that need to be circumvented. It was not possible without innovations. Now there are new modes, such as completing the level on time. These changes should diversify the gameplay. Where's my
water? 2 - a great sequel to the arcade, which has received fans all over the world. The game has excellent graphics, memorable characters, and will be interesting to all without exception puzzle lovers. Page 3 Where's My Mickey? - a fun puzzle game for Android from Disney Studios. In this game you have to help the
popular cartoon Mickey mouse to give a drink of water to everyone on the beach. To do this, you need to solve logical puzzles in the style of previous series. The gameplay resembles a Swampy game. Each level contains a specific task that will direct the water in the right direction. To do this, tap your finger on the
screen to dig the ground or shake the cloud with the accumulated water. With the right execution, the required amount of water will pass through the pipes directly to Mickey, filling his tank on the beach. The developers have created five original episodes, and each of them will get a new goal. The main difference is,
Where's my Mickey? from the previous games of the series - locations. If in past editions all the work was carried out underground, everything is much more diverse. For example, at one level, to get juice for the blunt, you need to collect cloud water and spray it on special plants. Any interesting settings in the game. All
you can do is choose the language of the interface and turn the sound on/off. The graphics are made in the cartoon style of the brand, which is sure to appeal to children. Characters are drawn perfectly, as are other elements of the game. Also pleased with the full Russian localization, the presence of which makes it
possible to fully play people who do not speak English. it is not a masterpiece and the standard of puzzles for smartphones and tablets, it nevertheless deserves attention. Developers get the most and have created many interesting and moderately heavy levels that are able to lure the user for a long time. Disney Android
2.3.3 Version: 1.14.1 $0 Where's My Water? (MOD, unlocked) - Keep Neat Swamp to inject water into broken souls. Any level of fun is probably a bodily puzzle with realistic mechanics. Build a waterway, protect it from toxic pollution, harmful microbes and various traps. Values will melt harder and harder, and every drop
of water matters! Disney Android 4.2 Version: 1.8.3 $0 Where's My Water? 2 (MOD, Unlimited Power-Ups) - a very interesting dining puzzle in which you will keep water for your green pet, have time to sleep. Collect all the ducks on the level and score a large number of points. The whole point of the game is to have time
for a small amount of time to draw the pipes to our hero with warm water. Help you in this will be Ellie and Cranky, who will tell you what to do in difficult situations. Updated at 1.8.3 a.m. Andro-Mod Puzzle Games (MOD, Unlocked) Get the game of the year award-winning puzzle! Help Swampy by directing the water into
his broken shower. Each level is a complex physics-based puzzle with amazing life as a mechanic. Cut through the mud to guide fresh water, dirty water, toxic water, steam and yl through increasingly complex scenarios! Every drop matters! Original Stories and Characters - Play through 4 stories involving Swampy, Ellie,
Cranky and Mystery Duck. It's over 500 amazing puzzles! Innovative Mechanic - See the water in various forms and use your creativity to solve puzzles - totally stimulating! Collectibles, challenges and bonus levels - collect special items uniquely designed for each character and full of cool challenges to unlock bonus
levels! Tri-Duck every level for the ultimate bragging rights! SWAMPY'S STORY Swampy Alligator lives in a sewer under the city. He's a little different from other alligators - he's curious, friendly, and likes to take the description: Where's my water? (Crocodile Swamp) - a pretty friendly and sweet resident of the sewers of
a huge metropolis swamp crocodile. His favorite thing is swimming, he's a crocodile. But what happened, the water did not flow to him anymore. Our goal is to find out what is going on and find a workaround for water by digging tunnels. Along the way, we face various obstacles, huge pits, plants clogged with water
pipes, toxic waste and so on. Along the way you have to collect ducks that are scattered in the levels - your favorite toy Swampi for swimming! Features : - Original stories and characters - Play 4 unique stories with Swampy, Ellie, Cranky and Mystery Duck. It's over 500 big puzzles! Innovative Mechanics - See the water
in various forms and use your creativity to solve puzzles - totally stimulating! Collectibles, challenges and bonus levels - collect special items unique to each character, and complete cool challenges to unlock bonus levels! Tri-Duck in every level for ultimate generosity! Disney is known as the company's most famous
animated film, one of the myths when it comes to people who are both famous and praised. However, the company does not stop at the movie store, but encroaches on mobile entertainment. Using filmmaking resources to transform the game is extremely wise. This will save a lot of money for the company, but will
nevertheless provide the huge profit it brings. This is an animated film company with a lot of interesting fairy tales, so its products are a simple and easy entertainment effect. Most of them are puzzle games - intelligence. Among them is the series Where is my water. Extremely successful and outstanding in recent times.
Although not very long, the amount of interactivity is extremely high and noticeable, usually prioritizing the puzzle's intellectual category. And where will my product Where is my water?. Gameplay Get the idea of bathing a swampy crocodile that will have to control the water source to reach the crocodile position.
According to Disney, Swampy had to work hard during day, and now he just wants to take a shower. This seems to frustrates other crocodiles. They were trying to break down a water pipe in Swomedi's house. The player will be plumber who will lead the way to Swampy's bathroom. They are classified on several levels.
As the level increases, the complexity of it increases. Initially, it will be a simple hurdle for players to learn. Then there will be some zigzag and bizarre problems in a game that is unlikely to pass. Every time you pass the call, the player will receive a certain reward. Long-term accumulation, it will be very useful for later
players. The game has many different tasks. These include special quest items from Ellie, Cranky and Mystery Duck. Everything does not stop at bathing Swamp Uncle, players will have to do the same for these three characters. Each symbol requires different streams of water to purify. But to achieve the best results,
the amount of water needed to reach the required level. This forces the player to adapt, carefully hoping to bring them enough water. However, the flow of water is very fast, increases with each stage, fast adjustment of the pipe is very important. If the water supply is not enough and there is no water, the game will end
and the player must play again. However, if you've almost reached completion level, use items purchased from the store, thanks to a reward from the previous game. The graphics design 2D and style animation are very nice and fun. The effect is smooth and stable, giving the experience moments extremely impressive.
Details and images are carefully embedded. Although not too glossy, the trim level is still good, the standard Style of Disney cartoon. A variety of topics, the experience of space will not be repeated too much and boring. m bar is a lot of fun, suitable for puzzle games - wisdom as soft as where is my water?. Of course,
where's my water? will make a player do not remember from the velvet. Where's my water? not a free Disney product. However, investing to have a VIP will certainly bring many opportunities and attractive discoveries. In talking to Disney, there is no doubt about their ability to perfection. So where's my water? Definitely a
game worth trying. With such an attractive gameplay, if you're a big fan of money, you're worth the money. Now you're ready to download Where's my water? Free. Here are some notes: Please check out our guide to installation. To check the Android device processor and GPU, please use the CPU-I app download
where's my water mod apk android 1. where's my water full version mod apk download. download where's my water 2 mod apk. where's my water 2 hack mod apk download. where's my water hack mod apk download. where's my water mod apk free download. download game where's my water 2 mod apk. download
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